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Image not available forColor: To view this video download Flash Player DOWNLOAD 5.0 Rated By1 Users License: Shareware (Free to try) Platform: Windows (All Versions) Publisher: FindMySoft Editor's Review Corel PDF Fusion - All-in-one PDF Creator Toolkit If working with PDF documents is part of your daily life, then surely you need a tool that
you can use to view, create, convert, and edit PDFs. What you need is a properly good and quite easy to use tool from Corel, a tool called Corel PDF Fusion, a tool that is touted as being an “all-in-one PDF creator toolkit.” The system requirements for running Corel PDF Fusion are: 1.3GHz processor or better, at least 512MB of RAM (1GB or more
recommended), 250MB of free disk space, 1024 x 768 screen resolution, Windows operating system. 32 and 64-bit Windows editions are supported, anything from Windows XP up to Windows 8. Corel PDF Fusion has a tabbed interface. Open multiple files and tabs for each of them will be presented at the top of the application’s interface. Since we’re
talking about opening files with Corel PDF Fusion, it must be mentioned that the application provides support for lots of formats – more than 100 file formats are supported, as Corel explained. There is a lot you can do with Corel PDF Fusion: open and view PDF documents and other formats; create new PDF documents and other formats; open
existing PDF documents and edit them; batch convert PDF and other types of documents; easily switch between page view, flick view, and assembly view; watermark documents; and more. You have a trial period of 30 days to use Corel PDF Fusion for free and uncover everything the application can do. If you regularly work with PDF documents,
Corel PDF Fusion is a must. With this application you can view, create, convert, and edit PDFs and other types of documents. Pros Modern and even older PCs will have no problem meeting Corel PDF Fusion’s system requirements. The tabbed interface is very easy to use. With Corel PDF Fusion you can view, create, convert, and edit PDF documents.
More than 100 file formats are supported, as Corel explained. Save files to PDF, PDF/A, XPS and DOC formats. Cons Trial limitations: 30-day trial, nag screen. You can download Corel PDF Fusion free here. Corel PDF Fusion Awards Corel PDF Fusion Editor's Review Rating Corel PDF Fusion has been reviewed by George Norman on 23 Jun 2014.
Based on the user interface, features and complexity, Findmysoft has rated Corel PDF Fusion 5 out of 5 stars, naming it Essential Description Screenshots Comments Download Corel PDF Fusion (latest version 2022) free for Windows 10 (64 bit - 32 bit) PC/ Laptop. Safe Download and Install from official link! Corel PDF Fusion 64 bit and 32 bit
Download Features Corel PDF Fusion direct, free and safe download latest version update Compatible with Windows 10 64 bit and 32 bit Download Corel PDF Fusion for your PC or laptop Corel PDF Fusion latest version overview Boost your productivity with Corel® PDF Fusion™, an all-in-one PDF creator that lets you assemble, edit and create
PDFs. Open more than 100 different file types just by dragging and dropping them onto the Welcome Screen. Take pages from multiple files, including documents, spreadsheets and presentations, and combine them into a single PDF to share with anyone. Add new text, bookmarks and comments. Plus, convert files to PDF, PDF/A, XPS and DOC
formats with just a click. View over 100 file types without purchasing additional software Easily create and edit PDFs Drag and drop to combine multiple file types in one PDF document Save time by easily re-purposing content, instead of retyping, and cutting and pasting Share files with anyone by converting to PDF, PDF/A, XPS or Microsoft Word
formats Download latest version of Vibosoft ePub Editor MasterAssemble new documents with ease Drag and drop to easily add content from multiple sources and file types—including documents, spreadsheets, presentations and images—into a single PDF document to share with anyone Quickly assemble new documents using pages from existing
material Export and email PDF documents Convert to PDF or XPS Download latest version of STDU ViewerCreate files in PDF, DOC and XPS formats Create new PDF documents from within any application that can print Organize and send related files in a single PDF document Convert multiple files at once with the Corel® PDF Batch Converter
Download latest version of PDF ArchitectEdit and rearrange content Just select a line of text and start typing to make changes Edit or add text anywhere in a document Easily add bookmarks and comments Mark up documents using highlighting and sticky notes Redact sensitive information and save securely Add watermarks Insert hyperlinks to
other pages in your document, other files or websites Rearrange, rotate or crop pages Disclaimer Corel PDF Fusion for Windows 10 is developed and updated by Corel. All registered trademarks, product names and company names or logos are the property of their respective owners. Easy to install and use PDF editor Easily highlight / watermark /
add comments to PDFs Build-up, merge and alter existing PDF documents Easily insert or extract pages form documents Easily merge different document types together into PDFs Full support for 100+ file formats Convenient, easy-to-use tabbed interface Very good PDF document conversion tools Multi-file PDF Batch Converter tool included Support
for secure encryption (up to 128bit) PDF Fusion print drives includes Good help, support and documentation Available at a one-off cost of just $69.99 per PC In this section of my review I will be looking at the usability aspects of Corel PDF Fusion, this includes assessing how easy the software is to install and configure on my PC before going on to
utilise some of the many integrated PDF features it has on offer. This begins in the next section of this review where I will be installing and configuring PDF Fusion for myself, please note that Corel offer a 30 day free trial of PDF Fusion which can be downloaded and trailed in full without the need to register any personal details first! Installing PDF
Fusion Installing PDF Fusion begins at the Corel (WordPerfect) website where a 30 day free trial version of the software can be downloaded. At approximately 157MB in size, this is a relatively quick and easy download and once complete the installer can be set running straight afterwards. As with all Corel software, installation of PDF Fusion is very
quick and easy to accomplish. Once set running, the installer will take only a few moments to complete its work, prompting users just a few times along the way to register the software (or make use of the free trial) as well as asking where the program files should be saved (default settings should be fine for most cases here). NB – You can download
and make use of a fully functional free trial of the software for 30 days without the need to register any details with Corel. Simply click the option to try the product out (as is pointed out above) when installing the software to make use of this trial! With installation and registration complete (or the free trial selected), the installer will close itself down
and take us to the main homepage of the application itself. From this homepage we can then access all aspects of PDF Fusion and start working with any PDF files straight away (as I will start doing in the next section). Modifying and Editing PDFs One of the main reasons for using software such as PDF Fusion is, of course, for editing and modifying
the contents of PDF documents. Additionally, PDF editing software becomes even more important when the original (non PDF) copy of a document isn’t available for whatever reason, meaning such software is often the only way of editing any content without the hassle of re-creating the document from scratch and then re-exporting it again to a PDF
file! NB – Whenever possible, always to try to keep original copies of any documents which are converted to PDF format from other software (e.g. Microsoft Word). Whilst PDF editing software is indeed very useful, it can sometimes be easier and more accurate to simply edit the original document (and then re-create the PDF) than to edit the PDF
itself! To start editing an existing PDF document we can open up said PDF file using the file menu or, alternatively, make use of the interactive homepage by simply dragging and dropping the file to be worked on over to the “Page View” section as can be seen below: NB – As can be seen above, Corel have provided PDF Fusion with an interactive
homepage to help make the core three areas of the application easier to access. Simply drag and drop any PDF file over the respective area and that section of the app will open up with the selected file already loaded up and ready to be worked on – a nice feature, especially so if wanting to load up multiple documents at once! With the existing PDF
document now loaded up in the editor (the Page View screen) we can begin the process of altering the document content, this begins on the “Document” menu where we can initially access the full range of annotation tools under the “Comments” sub-menu (seen below): As can be seen above, we have easy access to tools such as the text highlighting /
underline / strike-out tools, the “sticky note” tool as well as the “Free Text” tool which simply lets us add new blocks of text wherever we like on the document. Using any of these tools is as simple as selecting said tool form the menu and then selecting the part of the document to start working on. As can be seen above, I have selected the text
highlighting tool form the “Comments” menu and then selected the text within the document to be highlighted, this highlighting is applied automatically after the text is selected at this point. This same principal also applies to the other tools listed in this menu, for example, after selecting the “Free Text” tool we would then have to click on the part of
the document we wish to add such text to first (then specify the text to be added). Moving on and the other main method for editing text within the document is via the “highlighted text” menu, this is a small in-document menu which appears whenever any of the document text is highlighted (as can be seen below). With the highlighted text menu now
showing (again, pictured above) we have easy access to nine tools in total, some of which are the same as those found in the “Comments” menu (e.g. text highlighting) and some others which are new here. Starting off with the “Correct Text” tool which, when selected, will allow us to edit the highlighted text in a pop-up box (this can be seen below),
other tools here allow us to create hyperlinks to web pages, copy text and add document bookmarks to the highlighted text amongst other things. NB – When editing within PDF Fusion we don’t have a general “editing mode” as such (i.e. a mode which essentially makes the document behave like it is in a word processor), instead we must make use of
either the “Comments” menu for annotation tools and the “highlighted text” menu for more advanced editing tools (such as Correct Text) for editing any highlighted text. And with that we have covered the main editing features in this section of the review, disappointingly, PDF Fusion doesn’t seem to have any features for editing images found within
the document nor a spell checking utility (at least as far as I could see myself anyway). The ability to create new PDF files, import pages form existing documents and make use of watermarking and document security tools is available and I will be looking at this functionality later on in the review. Converting PDF Documents Having now seen the core
PDF editing functionality in action, in this section we can start looking at the ability to convert documents both to and from the PDF format within PDF Fusion. As can be seen above, opening up the built-in document converter tool (found in the main “Document menu”) makes the process of converting between multiple different file formats very quick
and easy. Once opened, simply select one or more source files to be converted, the format to convert them to and then await the tool to automatically perform the conversion: NB – as can be seen above, this conversion tool can work on single documents as well as batches of multiple documents, simply select multiple documents (of the same type) and
they will all be converted with no further input required. As can be seen in the image above (where I am converting multiple PDF documents back to MS Word format), the converting tool shows total progress towards the top of the window whilst showing progress on a job-by-job basis towards the bottom of the screen. Once complete, any converted
documents will be automatically saved (in the same location as the converted documents in my case) and the conversion tool can then be closed down. Moving on and another way to convert other document formats (such as the commonly used DOCX format) directly to PDF comes courtesy of the built-in PDF Fusion print drivers. These drives are
actually installed onto the Windows system when the software itself is installed, this means that virtually any application which supports traditional printing can make use of these virtual drivers and in-turn support the printing of any documents directly to PDF format: And with this we have now seen some of the main PDF conversion and printing
abilities found within PDF Fusion, in the next section of this review I will be looking at the “Assembly View” section of the application, this being a tool used for altering, inserting and extracting parts both to and from PDF documents (amongst other things). Inserting, Extracting and Merging PDFs Whilst the ability to annotate PDF documents (as well
as edit any existing text found within) is a very important function of a PDF editor, another important function is the ability to alter the contents and structure of any existing PDF documents. Altering documents can involve inserting or exporting entire pages to or from other PDF documents, adding or removing individual pages or even merging one
or more PDF documents together into a single document (amongst other things). Thankfully, via the “Assembly View” mode, we can easily view and adjust the structure of an existing PDF document within PDF Fusion (this initial PDF to be worked on can be added to the Assembly View screen first by dragging and dropping it onto this area of the
homepage, in much the same way as was done when using the “Page View” screen earlier on). One of the first things which appears upon opening the Assembly View screen is a quick start guide (as can be seen above). This quick start guide covers the basics of working with the tool in a step-by-step format and can be set to not show again should it
no longer be needed. With the guide now shut down, we can see the newly opened PDF document at the top of the Assembly View screen and ready to be worked on. With the original PDF document now ready to be worked on, one of the first things we can do is add in PDF content from another PDF document, this starts by opening up the other
document (or simply dragging and dropping it over the application to open it up ready for use, as can be seen below): As can be seen above, when we open up an additional PDF document, any contents will be visible below that of the original document, form this point onwards we can simply drag and drop any full pages form the new document into
the original and, if required, re-organise the order of both new and existing pages as well. With additional PDF documents aside, it should also be noted that we can easily add in content form many other document formats into this original PDF document which is been built-up, for example, we can drag and drop in image files as well as regular office
document files (as can be seen below): It should also be pointed out that another useful feature is the ability to rotate any pages (or images) which have been added to this current PDF document, this is as simple as selecting the item to be rotated in the current PDF document (at the top) and then selecting one of the rotate options from the sidebar
toolbox (as is highlighted below): Finally, with all required pages added, one of the final things we can do before saving our new PDF document is to re-arrange the content ordering. When applicable, this re-ordering can be done by simply dragging and dropping any pages into the correct position within the document. NB – With a PDF document
opened up in the Assembly View screen, as well as building up and altering the original document, we can also use this tool to add-in new blank pages and to export single (or small groups) of existing pages and save them as new PDF files! Securing PDF Documents One of the most important features of a PDF document is the ability to secure the
contents within, whilst PDF editing tools have improved vastly in recent times (meaning the content within can easily be edited), one element of PDF security which still applies is the ability to easily encrypt the entire document behind a master password as well as specify a separate “read only” password for any users not permitted to make any
changes. Altering the security settings of a PDF document within PDF Fusion begins via the “Set Document Security” box, this is accessible via the main menu (seen above) whenever a PDF document is open in any part of the application. Once open, we can specify the following document security settings: Allowing printing Allowing copying of text
and graphics Allowing general editing Allowing document structure (assembly) editing Allowing editing of comments / annotations Form filling-in and signing Encryption level (choice of 40-bit up to 128-bit) As can be seen above, this initial page of the document security box allows us to specify the level of encryption being applied as well as what
parts of the document will be available for editing / copying / printing and so on. The next page is where we can set both the password for opening the document (read-only access) as well as a “Security” (master) password allowing the document (plus any security settings) to be altered. NB – The maximum encryption level within PDF Fusion is 128bit, if a higher level of encryption is required then other PDF editing suites inducing Ashampoo PDF Pro 3 and EaseUS PDF Editor both feature AES 256-bit encryption and are worthy of consideration here! PDF Fusion Security PDF documents typically offer an additional layer of security and tamper protection over their non-PDF counterparts, this
includes the ability to easily password protect and encrypt the document contents as well as restrict certain operations such as printing and copying any internal content. With PDF Fusion, Corel have implemented a basic but still very functional security settings box which can be easily accessed from any part of the application whenever a PDF
document is open. Applying any of the necessary settings is as simple as selecting options form the drop down boxes and then specifying a final password both for security and read-only access upon finalising the security settings. NB – At time of reviewing, PDF Fusion only provides up to 128bit document encryption. Corel Support The main help and
support guide for PDF Fusion can be found within the application itself (under the main Help menu). Additional support comes via the official Corel knowledge base where support tickets can also be raised should additional help be required. PDF Fusion Pricing Coral PDF Fusion is priced at a one-off cost of $69.99 for a single, perpetual licence per
PC. A 30 day free trial version is available via the official Corel website and Corel also offer any customers a 30 money back guarantee when purchasing PDF Fusion directly.
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